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Foreword
by Robin Hindle Fisher

Life costs more if you are disabled.

Research by the disability charity Scope estimates that on average, disabled people spend £550 a month on disability-related expenditure, including higher heating bills, buying specialised equipment, paying for taxis to get around or covering higher insurance premiums.¹

Government action to address these extra costs has focused on raising the income of disabled people through the welfare system, through extra costs payments (Disability Living Allowance, Attendance Allowance and the Personal Independence Payment). Until now, very little has been done by government, or any other group, to tackle the root causes of the problem – by looking at how to reduce disabled people’s outgoings in the first place.

This is a missed opportunity. As long as the gap in the cost of living between disabled and non-disabled people is so wide, it makes it harder for disabled people to contribute equally to society. It makes it harder for disabled people to save and build for the future. It ignores the potential for businesses and the economy of a large and growing consumer base whose earnings are eaten up simply by the basic cost of living. It stores up economic trouble for the future: the proportion of people in their 50s who are disabled or who have long-term health problems is predicted to increase from 43 per cent in 2004 to 58 per cent in 2020.² We cannot afford to price out this proportion of the population.

I, and my fellow commissioners, believe it is important – indeed critical – to improve the living standards of disabled people to understand more about what drives the additional costs disabled people face and to identify ways to start to reduce those costs.

This interim report sets out how the Extra Costs Commission believes that it can contribute to that process. We have identified three areas for change: empowering consumers, changing business practices, and market intervention. Our interim report should be seen as the start of a conversation with all those who might play a role in delivering change. Responses to the consultation questions included in this report will inform our final recommendations in June 2015. I very much hope that you will engage with our work in whatever way you can.

¹ Brawn, E: Priced Out, Scope, 2014
Executive summary

Disabled people and their families face expenses that others do not. They may need more of some goods and services than non-disabled people. In some cases they may pay higher prices for the same services because of their impairment or condition. These costs get in the way of disabled people and their families playing their full part in society. The Commission’s research shows for example, that **69 per cent of disabled people are either struggling or falling behind with bills and credit commitments**.³

This report sets out new evidence about where extra costs lie. It also seeks your views on how to drive down the extra costs faced by disabled people and families with disabled children, asking a number of consultation questions to inform our final recommendations.

The Commission has identified those products and services where we can achieve rapid change and where disabled people and their families, the businesses that supply them and voluntary sector organisations who work to deliver social change are able to take immediate action. We are particularly interested in costs associated with: energy, clothing and bedding, specialised equipment, transport and insurance.

There are underlying barriers that must be tackled first. **Thirty per cent of disabled people have never used the internet, compared to seven per cent of non-disabled people**.⁴ To have the best chance of driving down costs, disabled people need better access to appropriate financial products and to be able to get online, where some of the best deals are to be found.

Disabled people and families with disabled children are a vital part of the solution. Various tools, information and offers exist to support them to make effective use of their spending power. However, our research shows that **less than half of disabled people and their families are satisfied with the information they have when making purchasing decisions**.⁵ More needs to happen to ensure that they are aware of resources that can support them in making informed decisions.

---

³ Extra Costs Commission: Consumer survey, March 2015
⁵ Extra Costs Commission: Consumer survey, March 2015
Disabled people have a huge appetite for new tools to help them reduce extra costs. For example, over 90 per cent of disabled consumers saw value in membership discount schemes and peer-to-peer review platforms. There is appetite too for disabled people to group together to obtain lower prices on goods through collective purchasing. We are keen to explore further how these initiatives could work in practice to improve competition and drive down costs.

A shocking three quarters of disabled people and their families have felt so badly treated because of their disability that they have left a shop or business. They tell us that their experiences as consumers are often frustrating and that they do not know where to go to be heard. Our evidence shows that they tend to choose not to return to the suppliers that have let them down – often taking away not only their business but also that of family and friends. We believe it is time that disabled consumers had a stronger, more effective voice. We want your views on how that could best be achieved.

We believe disabled people themselves have an important role to play in this – their voices can be heard only if they speak up. Tools will help only if disabled people seek them out, make use of them and feed back on how they can be improved. Businesses will tailor offers to their needs only if these needs are communicated. Our message to disabled people is: control what personal information you give, both about your impairments and about your preferences as a consumer, but where it could benefit you and other disabled people, do provide it. Finding a common identity for disabled consumers can help generate more consumer power.

From our initial investigations, it’s clear that there is a huge opportunity out there for businesses that do, or might, supply disabled people: there are over 12 million disabled people who want to buy the value-for-money goods and services these businesses aim to supply, but who tell us they cannot find what they are looking for. A recent estimate put the value of the ‘purple pound’ at £212 billion every year.

If there are challenges for businesses wanting to serve this market, we want to hear about them, as well as suggestions for how to overcome these barriers. Ideas we want to test include harnessing the information and networks that the voluntary sector has and developing these to meet business needs, so that new opportunities can be opened up. This has worked in specific cases: it can work much more widely.

---

6 Ibid
7 Extra Costs Commission: Consumer survey, March 2015
8 ONS: Family Resources Survey 2012/13, 2014
The Commission believes that much can be achieved without additional regulation, by empowering disabled people and their families as consumers and feeding the entrepreneurial spirit of both disabled people and businesses. But in some markets there may still be structural barriers to reducing extra costs, requiring a potential contribution from regulators or legislative change. We have also been told of instances where rules and regulations may stand in the way of innovation that could reduce extra costs. We want additional evidence and views to support the development of specific recommendations on regulatory change.

Voluntary, public sector and trade bodies could do more to directly influence suppliers to drive down costs through incentives. Various approaches have been tried in other fields, for example accreditation, awards or challenge funding. We are conducting research on what might work best for extra costs. Pooling effort will be likely to lever the biggest impact. We want your thoughts on how best this could be made to work.

This report sets out the initial evidence, the analysis and our ideas for change. It asks for your response to a number of specific questions about our current thinking. Your responses will help us to refine our recommendations and identify who needs to act to make change happen.

We will publish our final recommendations in June 2015. That may be the end of the Commission, but with your help, we intend it to be the start of something big. A recurrent theme of this report is the importance of partnership: across disability organisations, between voluntary and private sectors, among disabled people, between disability charities, regulators, the public sector and public-spirited individuals. Government has a role in creating the conditions for these partnerships to thrive.

We seek a coalition of the willing to take forward the best of the ideas in this report we are yet to identify. Will you join this exciting project?
Recommendations

Our current recommendations are set out below, based upon the evidence we have so far. The thinking behind them and other options considered are set out in the body of the report.

1. Disability organisations should explore the creation of a hub through which disabled consumers can find the various market comparison sites, online marketplaces and review sites that already exist for the products and services they use, and undertake marketing to raise awareness of it. (pg. 41)

2. Trusted disability and/or consumer organisations should create a community platform to allow disabled people and their families to review disability-related goods and services, to encourage greater scrutiny of price, value and customer experience. (pg. 41)

3. Disability organisations, working in partnership, should pilot an affiliate scheme for disabled people that offers discounts on products and services through partnership with key retailers. (pg. 43)

4. Disability and consumer organisations should signpost disabled people and their families to appropriate switching schemes for services such as energy and insurance and develop new collective purchasing and switching schemes, with an aspiration to make disabled people the savviest consumers in the market. (pg. 45)

5. Disability and consumer organisations should coordinate to advocate for a new, stronger system to amplify the voice of disabled people dissatisfied with a supplier’s services, and to improve the response to consumer complaints. (pg. 47)

6. Statistics should be developed on the ‘purple pound’ in consultation with business and with disabled people. These statistics should be readily updated, meet business needs and be recognised by disabled people as reflecting their experience. (pg. 50)

7. Representatives of business in collaboration with disability organisations should work together to identify and fill the most important gaps in information about disabled consumers available to business – considering for example, size and characteristics of the potential market, sector-specific analyses, individual customer data or evidence about potential wider benefits to business. (pg. 51)

8. Disability organisations, the Government and trade bodies should collaborate in developing incentives (such as awards, innovation prizes or accreditation schemes) to influence businesses to take actions that will reduce extra costs. (pg. 60)
Consultation questions

This report is designed to serve as a consultation exercise. We are interested to hear your views on the questions below. Information about how to respond can be found at the back of the report in Section 8.

Q1a: What are the current barriers to financial inclusion for disabled people? (pg. 36)

Q1b: What action could the Commission recommend to improve financial inclusion for disabled people and their families? (pg. 36)

Q2: What action could the Commission recommend that would close the digital gap between disabled and non-disabled people? (pg. 37)

Q3a: What additional evidence is there around the feasibility of a peer-to-peer review platform or coordination of tools available to support good consumer choices? What sources of support are available for disabled consumers? Where are the gaps? (pg. 42)

Q3b: What solutions could the Commission consider to ensure consumers who do not currently use the internet are equally empowered? (pg. 42)

Q4: What factors need to be considered in coordinating a joined-up retail affiliate scheme for disabled people and their families, e.g. eligibility criteria, marketing? (pg. 43)

Q5a: Is there a need for collective purchasing and switching schemes specifically targeted at disabled people and their families, e.g. for energy, insurance? (pg. 45)

Q5b: How feasible would it be to develop a collective purchasing model for clothing and bedding and/or specialised equipment? (pg. 45)

Q6: What systems or approaches would be most effective in strengthening the voice of the disabled consumer? (pg. 47)

Q7: What are the biggest factors that inhibit businesses from doing more to explore and take up opportunities to meet demand from disabled consumers? How could these be overcome? (pg. 49)

Q8: What has been effective in translating boardroom goodwill into reduced costs for disabled consumers? (pg. 52)

Q9: How significant a factor for businesses is the cost of getting the right information to the right disabled consumers, and learning about their preferences? What sort of information would be useful? What practical solutions would help to acquire this information? (pg. 53)
Q10: What characteristics would a project to fill gaps in information that would help supply disabled consumers more efficiently need to have, in order for it to be attractive to participate? (pg. 53)

Q11: What opportunities are there for disability organisations to support effective regulation? Which issues common across sectors, have the greatest potential to have impact on extra costs? (pg. 55)

Q12: What information would best help local authorities to ensure that licensing and enforcement of taxis and private hire vehicles serves the needs of disabled people, taking into account local circumstances? (pg. 56)

Q13: What are the risks of preventing insurers from taking into account disability when pricing insurance and how do these vary by insurance industry sector? (pg. 58)

Q14: Are there examples of suppliers being inhibited, or charging disabled consumers a higher price out of caution, because of rules and regulations? (pg. 58)

Q15: What evidence is there with regard to the effectiveness of different attempts to influence businesses to deliver policy objectives, in particular with regard to objectives benefiting disabled people? (pg. 60)

We are open to responses in any form and on as many or as few questions as concern you. Written responses should be emailed to ExtraCostsCommission@scope.org.uk or sent by post to:

Robin Hindle Fisher  
Extra Costs Commission  
c/o Scope  
6 Market Road  
London N7 9PW

The deadline for responses to this call for evidence and ideas is 15 April 2015.

Our survey of businesses will open soon and will be available at www.extracosts.org
1. The Commission’s role in driving down extra costs

1.1 Our remit

The Commission was set the following question in its terms of reference:

What are the key drivers of the additional costs faced by disabled people and their families in England and Wales and what can be done to reduce them?

In answering that question, our aims are to:

■ Promote better understanding of the key social and market-based drivers of extra costs;

■ Develop a suite of recommendations for business, the voluntary sector, Government and disabled people on how to drive down these extra costs.

The terms of reference for the Commission tasked us to look at three main areas:

A. How to empower disabled consumers

The Commission is interested in what action can be taken to support disabled people to make the best value purchasing decisions. We focus on ways to foster consumer empowerment and how to build the capacity of individuals to make best use of their spending power.

Our inquiry is considering whether disabled people have access to the right tools and confidence to navigate markets effectively, to secure value-for-money purchases and to source information and advice to help in managing extra costs.

We are equally interested in the potential of any initiatives that could reduce extra costs for disabled people, such as collective purchasing schemes for essential products and retail partnership schemes that reward loyalty.
B. How to ensure the efficient supply of products and services to disabled people

How businesses operate has a large impact on the extra costs faced by disabled people and their families. Where there is a lack of supply to meet consumer demand, or insufficient competition or innovation in a market for a particular product or service, the price disabled people pay may be higher than it needs to be. Where businesses fail to recognise disabled people as a sufficiently valuable customer base, efforts are unlikely to be made to serve them. Recognition of the potential market does not always translate into provision of services, for example if structural barriers – real or perceived – would make this costly. Suppliers, distributors and manufacturers have a pivotal role to play in driving down costs.

The Commission is exploring how businesses can be encouraged to engage further and more effectively with disabled people, both those already supplying this consumer base and those not yet active in this area. We are considering the barriers that restrict this from happening and how these could be overcome.

C. Where there is a need to intervene in markets to drive down costs (and where there isn’t)

We make no assumption that greater regulation is needed in order to drive down costs to disabled people. Indeed, less intervention in some areas may be the answer. Nevertheless, the Commission is giving consideration to whether better enforcement or changes to regulation and incentives to business may play a part in particular markets serving disabled people. We ask whether removing over-protective regulation could enable wider choice and lower costs for disabled consumers, and if/where financial incentives could most effectively leverage investment in the supply of goods and services to disabled people.

1.2 A focused approach

Disabled people face multiple extra costs. The factors that drive these are complex. The Commission has decided to focus on those areas where we expect impact to be most significant. The criteria we have used to assess the likely impact of the change we want to see, include:

- the scale of the expected change:
  - how many disabled people will be affected;
  - how large a reduction in extra costs can be expected for those disabled people who would benefit;
  - the extent to which the change will be felt by those currently most disadvantaged.
the likelihood of achieving change:

– political, economic and cultural barriers to implementation;

– the need to balance the desire for quick wins against the need to see lasting societal change.

the value that the Commission can add:

– the opportunity to support existing initiatives that may lead to action without the need for further recommendations;

– using the particular knowledge, expertise and experience of the Commissioners to best effect.

There are many effective voluntary sector organisations working to promote the interests of people with a particular impairment or health condition. To minimise duplication, the Commission is focusing on action to address the needs of disabled people in general, or of a number of different groups of disabled people.

The Commission recognises that inaccessibility of the physical environment is a significant contributor to extra costs.\(^{10}\) When a wheelchair user cannot get into a shop because there is no ramp for example, this can limit their choice or force them to use more expensive substitutes for their chosen product. However, the issue of physical accessibility is one that has received much attention, and where campaigns for improvements are well-organised.\(^ {11}\) In consequence, the Commission is not intending to make recommendations about medium or long-term improvements to infrastructure that will improve accessibility.

The same applies to other areas of social policy that have a significant impact on disabled people’s outgoings. Many disabled people face high social care costs. Provision of social care for working-age disabled adults is underfunded by at least £1.2 billion,\(^ {12}\) leaving individuals to pay for this support themselves or go without it. Families with disabled children will incur significant expenditure for childcare, paying eight times more towards these costs compared to other families.\(^ {13}\) There are however, a number of organisations campaigning for changes to legislation and policy on both of these issues. The Commission’s collective expertise does not make us best placed to add weight to existing action in this area.

---

\(^{10}\) A survey by DisabledGo in December 2014 assessed 30,000 shops and restaurants and found that a fifth of shops had no wheelchair access, [http://www.disabledgo.com/blog/2014/12/disabledgo-study-shocks-the-government-with-evidence-of-inaccessible-british-high-streets/](http://www.disabledgo.com/blog/2014/12/disabledgo-study-shocks-the-government-with-evidence-of-inaccessible-british-high-streets/)

\(^{11}\) The Office for Disability Issues initiative – Accessible Britain Challenge – is encouraging communities to be inclusive and accessible for disabled people. It was launched in September 2014.

\(^{12}\) Fernandez, J. et al: **Implications of setting eligibility criteria for adult social care at moderate needs level**, PSSRU, 2013

\(^{13}\) Contact a Family: **Childcare Affordability Trap**, 2014
Perhaps because our combined expertise and experience is heavily weighted to the non-statutory sector, we begin from the premise that action by businesses, disability and consumer organisations ¹⁴ and by disabled people themselves will go a long way to driving down the costs disabled people face, without the need for significant new regulatory powers or changes to government policy.

1.3 The role of welfare benefits

Extra cost payments – Disability Living Allowance (DLA), Attendance Allowance (AA) and Personal Independence Payments (PIP) – provide crucial help with the additional costs incurred by disabled people. However, while these payments can make a contribution, they are not sufficient to cover all costs. In 2015/16, the maximum award for DLA or PIP of around £360 a month would not cover costs for the average disabled person,¹⁵ let alone those facing the highest costs.

The level and nature of welfare payments is outside our remit. But the discrepancy between average extra costs and levels of benefits leads us to conclude that action on both income and costs is needed if we are to level the playing field. Until there is demonstrable evidence that the extra costs faced by disabled people have begun to fall, we believe that the value of DLA/PIP should be fully protected. And given the likelihood that some extra costs cannot be quickly or easily reduced, the Commission does not believe that its work should provide any justification at this time for changing the purpose or scope of these extra cost payments.

¹⁴ By disability organisations, we refer to organisations of disabled people (disabled people’s and user-led organisations) and organisations for disabled people (disability charities such as Scope).
¹⁵ Brawn, E: Priced Out, Scope, 2014
2. Extra costs: the evidence

2.1 Categorisation of extra costs

The Commission issued a call for evidence to disabled people and their families seeking their experiences of extra costs (see Appendix A). Our analysis of over 400 responses from individuals and interested organisations shows that costs fall into three broad categories:

A. Specialised goods, often with an added premium

This category includes disability-related equipment that can be a one-off, but expensive, purchase, including for example assistive technology, wheelchairs and other mobility aids, screen readers or adapted household items and furniture.

Disabled people told us that not only do these purchases create a financial shock that other people may not have to confront, but the products also often seem to be over-priced or to differ wildly in price from supplier to supplier.

B. Greater use of non-specialised goods and services

Extra costs occur in a number of areas where disabled people consume more of certain non-specialised goods and services than non-disabled people because of their impairment or condition. While the products themselves may be low-cost and would be recognisable to non-disabled people as necessary expenditure, needing to buy them more frequently results in disabled people spending more over time.

For example, children with a mobility impairment may wear through their shoes fortnightly, whilst wheelchair users may find that they get cold more quickly because they move around less, requiring constant heating for their home even during the summer months.

C. Higher cost for non-specialised goods and services

This category includes anything that costs more to disabled people than non-disabled people for an equivalent product or service. In some cases, this is because the cost of a reasonable adjustment is passed on to the individual rather than being absorbed into the costs of the product or service for all of its consumers.
A few examples of this were raised in our call for evidence, including higher taxi rates for larger or adapted vehicles and higher tariffs for accessible hotel rooms. A number of disabled people and their families also report having to pay a lot to insure themselves or their children, particularly for holidays and to drive.

2.2 Impact of extra costs

Disabled people are already less likely to be in work than non-disabled people: nearly 80 per cent of non-disabled people have jobs compared to less than half of disabled people. Coupled with this, when in work, disabled people on average earn over £1 an hour less than non-disabled people. Along with having to manage the extra costs they face, and despite the provision of DLA and PIP, disabled people have less disposable income.

This has significant consequences. On average, disabled people are less likely to save, holding £108,000 less in assets and savings than non-disabled people over their lifetime. Our research has shown that over 60 per cent of disabled people and their families are either struggling or falling behind with bills and credit commitments.

Extra costs can prevent disabled people from contributing fully to society. For example, some disabled people who want to work find that they cannot afford the related transport costs, and many parents of disabled children encounter the same difficulty in meeting childcare costs to allow them to work. This reduces the productive capacity of the economy. Where disabled people are using their income inefficiently to meet unnecessary extra costs, fewer resources are spent on goods and services of greater economic benefit. Reducing extra costs can release suppressed demand, providing more opportunities for businesses.

16 ONS: Labour Market Statistics, February 2015
18 McKnight, A: Disabled people’s financial histories: uncovering the disability wealth penalty, CASE paper 181, 2014
19 Extra Costs Commission: Consumer survey, March 2015
2.3 Evidence from previous studies

There is consensus across the available research that disabled people face significant extra costs, though there is a wide range of estimates of the total value of those extra costs, which reflects different approaches to calculation. Appendix B summarises the evidence that we have reviewed.

We identified relatively few studies that broke down costs by area of expenditure. Again, different approaches produced different results. However, areas of extra cost where disabled people appear to spend more than non-disabled people are food and drink; housing, fuel and power; health and personal care; and recreation, culture and holidays.

There is very little evidence about what elements of disabled people’s lifestyles, experiences or needs affects the extra costs they face. Some limited data exists on extra costs according to impairment type. Smith et al. attempt to illustrate the extra costs faced by people with a visual or hearing impairment,20 whilst more recent research indicates that partially-sighted working-age adults would have to spend £50 more each week than a non-disabled person to achieve the same minimum standard of living.21 For a severely hearing-impaired person, this figure rises to £163.

2.4 New research

Cost by area of expenditure and impairment type

Given the limited amount of specific research on cost by area of expenditure and across different groups of disabled people, we conducted online focus groups to investigate further. Our aim was to develop a more comprehensive framework of data to describe the extra costs disabled people face. Seven groups consisting of a total of 51 people who were disabled themselves, parents of disabled children or individuals speaking on behalf of a disabled family member were asked about their extra costs. Table 1 and charts 1-10 (note, specialised equipment is not included as either this didn’t feature as a cost or was a one-off cost. Nonetheless, these one-off costs were high) show estimated relative extra costs for people with different impairments or conditions.

Different extra costs are shown to be spread across several areas for people with different impairments. Transport emerges as the greatest extra cost; the costs of health and personal care are also high for several groups. It is worth noting that for specialised items, many people had one-off costs, such as for wheelchairs or hearing aids.

20 Smith et al: Disabled people’s costs of living, 2004
Table 1: Median weekly extra costs (£) reported by focus groups by impairment type and areas of cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impairment</th>
<th>Extra cost area</th>
<th>Food and drink</th>
<th>Clothing, shoes and bedding</th>
<th>Housing fuel and power</th>
<th>Household goods and services</th>
<th>Health and personal care</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Recreation and culture</th>
<th>Insurance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disabled adults</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic condition</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning disability</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health condition</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical impairment</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological condition (MS)</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory impairment</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>One-off</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>One-off</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning disability</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical impairment</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>One-off</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Charts 1 to 7: Median weekly extra costs (£) reported by focus groups for different groups of disabled adults, according to impairment type

1. Autism

2. Chronic condition

3. Learning disability

4. Mental health condition
5. Physical impairment

6. Neurological condition (MS)

7. Sensory impairment
Charts 8 to 10: Median weekly extra costs (£) reported by focus groups for different groups of disabled children, according to impairment type

8. Autism

9. Learning disability

10. Physical impairment
**Perceived impact of extra costs**

We also asked disabled people whether they felt each cost to be ‘high’ or ‘low’, so that we could establish how they perceived the costs they face. This dimension can reflect wider factors that can help in assessing priorities, for example how the cost compares with what one would expect to pay for a given product or service. Table 2 shows these results: they confirm that estimates of cost shown in the graphs generally reflect how people feel about their extra costs, with transport being the greatest. They also indicate that disabled people tend to feel that what they pay for housing, fuel and power represents a relatively high cost and that there are unmet needs for recreation, culture and insurance.

**Common extra costs across groups of disabled people**

Some costs were common to most disabled people, suggesting that there is a mass consumer market in these areas of up to 12 million people who are paying over the odds:

- **Transport** was a high extra cost for almost all groups. One factor that affected many was public transport not being accessible, resulting in use of expensive taxis.

  ‘Many buses where I live are inaccessible to my powered wheelchair, meaning I have to pay for expensive taxis. I estimate I spend at least £50 a month on wheelchair taxis. This is a high cost to me.’

- **Insurance**, and most often travel insurance, was not affordable for most people.

  ‘Had to give up my life insurance policy due to costs imposed...trying to patch that hole costs around £400-500 per month, probably more realistically £1,000-1,200 per month.’

- **For housing, fuel and energy**, many people experienced moderate to high costs, driven up by a number of factors such as sensory sensitivities to temperature.

  ‘My son has to be kept warm... Due to clothes spillages, extra washing and drying in the washing machine... Lights have to stay on too, energy saving or not! For where we are this is a massive extra cost all in.’
### Table 2: Perception of median weekly extra costs (£) reported by focus groups, by impairment type and areas of cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived difficulty:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Can’t afford</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extra cost area</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and drink</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing, shoes and bedding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing fuel and power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household goods and services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and personal care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation and culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Disabled adults

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impairment</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Can’t afford</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning disability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical impairment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological condition (MS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory impairment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Disabled children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impairment</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Can’t afford</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning disability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical impairment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Many people had to make sacrifices in recreation and culture, where they could not afford to go out to do the things they enjoyed.

‘I don’t actually get out much and due to that, probably expose myself to a reduction in costs through circumstances, not choice.’

Communication, in particular the internet, was not an extra cost but was seen as essential.

‘I depend on having the internet at home as I am not really able to get to the shops and need to do most shopping online... I also depend on support forums for advice with things like DLA forms, sharing coping tips and also social contact.’

Key differences for different groups of disabled people

Some costs differed across different groups of disabled people, suggesting that there are more specialised markets for some products and services, which will require a more bespoke response and/or more targeted marketing:

- Specialised items caused high one-off costs for some groups (such as those with a physical or sensory impairment), who required a range of expensive items from wheelchairs to eye-gaze responsive computers.

‘Extra costs incurred are: specialised amplified screen phone, which is £200 when a normal phone is approx. £20 – high cost. Hearing Aid equipment, i.e. dehumidifier box to dry them out £60 – high cost. Radio Aid equipment £1,500 – very high cost.’

- Some groups of disabled people face extra costs for food and drink because they require special diets or are unable to cook with the level of support they receive.

‘Depends on how my hands are. If they are inflamed then I will buy ready prepared or frozen vegetables. Obviously the extra cost would vary but I estimate that it would be between £20 to £30 a month at these times.’

- There were moderate extra costs for clothing, shoes and bedding, depending on the group. Extra costs depended on whether the person’s impairment required them to buy specialised clothing and the rate of wear-and-tear.
‘Footwear is the bane of my life! Shoes for ‘normal’ wear last 3 days max. Estimate £100 per month.’

- Some groups felt that they had relatively high costs for household goods and services because they needed care and support at home or had one-off costs for home adaptations.

‘I am unable to physically do any repairs / DIY to my home directly as a result of disability… we have little choice to employ professionals for all those little odd jobs most people would attempt themselves.’

- Extra costs for health and personal care differed between groups, with extra costs triggered by psychological therapy, carers or personal assistants.

‘£120. Due to mental illness and lack of NHS provision I am currently paying for psychotherapy… and acupuncture for pain relief! This costs £40 a time.’
2.5 Key areas of focus

The Commission has decided to explore five areas of cost from the evidence in more detail. These goods and services between them reflect the variety of issues raised by the evidence we have gathered so far. The five areas are among those where we also consider changes could have most impact, bearing in mind the criteria set out in section 1.2, and where solutions might have widest applicability. These areas are as follows:

- energy;
- clothing and bedding;
- specialised disability equipment (for the home or to improve mobility);
- taxis;
- insurance.

We will now discuss these in turn.

2.6 Energy

There are an estimated 4.5 million households in fuel poverty in the UK.\(^{22}\) Government figures tell us that of all fuel poor households, 35 per cent contain someone with a long-term illness or disability, equivalent to 798,000 homes.\(^{23}\) In the extra costs framework, this emerged as a moderate to high cost for disabled adults and families with disabled children. In research carried out by the charity Contact a Family, 36 per cent of families with disabled children have needed a loan to pay for heating.\(^{24}\)

> ‘My husband is chronically disabled with MS. Being immobile he feels the cold in the winter, but is also affected by heat in the summer, so most of the year we have heating on all day, or cooling fans in the summer.’

> ‘I have multiple disabilities. One major issue for me is controlling my environment, namely temperature…Given this specific problem my energy bills are considerable, during the colder times of the year my heating is on 24 hours a day.’

Although the impact of higher energy bills is felt by a number of groups of people, including older people and those out of work, the reason for bills

---

Note that the official statistics are likely to underestimate the number of disabled people in fuel poverty, because DLA, AA and PIP are counted as income although they are not an income replacement benefit, but provided to support disabled people with the extra costs they face. This could lead to too few people's income registering as impoverished.
24 Contact a Family, *Counting the Cost 2014*, 2014
being higher is different in the case of many disabled adults and children. Our call for evidence showed how some disabled people who are less mobile as a result of their impairment require additional heating consumption in order to stay warm. For others, a warm home is an important factor in helping to manage their condition, because their impairments are aggravated by the cold. Others said that they rely on devices that need to be regularly charged or continually powered, such as assistive listening devices, leading to higher energy costs. In these cases, needing more energy – and paying more as a result – is a direct result of disability. Meeting extra energy costs is an essential form of support to maintain wellbeing and independence.

It is thus not surprising that energy was one of the most frequently mentioned areas of extra cost in our call for evidence.

2.7 Clothing and bedding

There were moderate extra costs for clothing, shoes and bedding in our framework depending on the impairment group, in particular for people with autism, people with chronic conditions, children with a learning disability and those with physical impairments. However, clothing and bedding emerged as the most frequently mentioned extra cost area in our call for evidence.

‘On top of catering for [my son’s] very picky diet, we have the cost of travelling to his appointments and nappies, regular new clothing due to soiling and clumsiness, regular new bedding and the expensive accessories that cannot be bought on the high street.’

‘I have to buy shoes far more frequently than I would do if I did not have cerebral palsy. My shoes wear quickly because of the way I walk.’

Two trends appeared in the evidence. Some submissions mentioned the wear and tear to garments that get caught on wheelchairs, and where someone’s impairment causes them regularly to become agitated and rip their clothes. Incontinence or other personal hygiene issues can lead to frequent changes of clothing and bedding. In these cases, disabled people are purchasing more of a non-specialised item than non-disabled people would.

In other submissions, people mentioned the additional cost of specialised items of clothing to accommodate different body shapes or particular functional needs – here the drivers of extra costs relate to the price of specialised clothing or bedding and whether the market operates sufficiently well to deliver the best price to customers. These two situations will require different fixes in order to drive down cost to the disabled consumer.
Encouraging businesses to do more for disabled consumers in the area of clothing and bedding not only requires a deeper understanding of the size of the market and the consumer habits of this group, but the business case has to be compelling as well.

### 2.8 Specialised equipment

This extra cost category was the second most cited in our call for evidence. Our framework shows that specialised items cause high one-off costs for some groups in particular – those with a chronic or neurological condition, physical or sensory impairment.

> ‘I have to buy specialised software to enable me to use a computer, so as to magnify whatever appears on the computer screen. This can cost up to £1,000.’

> ‘My son’s trike is about to cost us £1,650.’

Mobility vehicles were regularly reported as an area of extra cost. Research from the consumer group Rica shows that some powered wheelchairs can cost over £40,000, with additional costs for servicing and maintenance.\(^{25}\)

Several families with disabled children told us of expensive toys, including an adapted bike costing approximately £1,000. Action on Hearing Loss reported a higher cost for flashing doorbells and amplified telephones/textphones compared to non-specialised items.\(^{26}\)

Sense told us that a tablet with built in-screen reader software costs around £400, whereas other tablets that require separate screen reader software cost in the region of £850.\(^{27}\) Here, the driver of costs seems to be either simply a lack of innovation (limited understanding or awareness of the potential market for new products, leading to poor supply to consumers) or the lack of flexibility of mainstream hardware, which is in turn hindering innovation.

Much specialised equipment is essential to support disabled people to live independently. The high price tag often associated with purchases of this sort can swallow up a large proportion of the income of disabled people and their families. As with energy, the critical importance of disability equipment to the lives of disabled people makes it an important area to look at. We are interested in whether these prices are justified, and whether there are instances where costs can be reduced, for example through the impact of shopping around or even collective purchasing and bulk buy schemes.

---

\(^{25}\) Rica: *Powered wheelchair user survey report*, 2014

\(^{26}\) Formal evidence submission to the Commission from Action on Hearing Loss

\(^{27}\) Formal evidence submission to the Commission from Sense
A report by the Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design at the Royal College of Arts argues that as much as possible, mainstream technology should be enabling for a wider number of users from the outset, rather than creating separate assistive devices. This can help to minimise costs for the individual consumer, as the development and production cost of mainstream device components is spread over a larger number of units rather than a small number of assistive devices.

There are varying estimations of the size of the UK disability equipment market but it is a market that is large in scope. Keynote Ltd estimates the market to be worth around £501 million, whilst the British Healthcare Trades Association sets the value at £720 million. More research is needed to understand the size and make-up of the different parts of this market, but it seems clear to us that there is a sizeable market opportunity for business.

2.9 Taxis and private hire vehicles

The call for evidence demonstrated that transport is a regular source of extra cost for disabled people. This was also a high extra cost for almost all impairment groups in our framework.

‘I often have to use taxis to and from home and work, as living in a rural area, and not driving, there are no buses and trains... This has cost me hundreds of pounds over the thirty years of having epilepsy.’

‘I am always charged a lot extra for taxis...I am expected to pay, on average, £10 extra for a taxi journey...that’s if you can get one.’

Some disabled people require support from a personal assistant when travelling on public transport, but their discount or concessionary fare will not always cover both people. Many disabled people face parking charges at hospitals when attending appointments (although recent guidance issued to NHS organisations on parking has advised that concessions, including free or reduced charges or caps, should be made available to disabled people).

If public transport is inaccessible, or in some areas in short supply or lacking altogether, disabled people will rely more on taxis and private hire vehicles or their own personal vehicles to get around.

28 The Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design: Enabling Technology, 2013
29 Ibid
30 Consumer Focus: Equipment for older and disabled people: an analysis of the market, 2010
Of the various issues raised by disabled people and organisations, we believe that the cost of taxis and private hire vehicles is the area where we can have most impact. Attention is being given to accessibility in the public transport system. For example, there are accessibility requirements\textsuperscript{32} placed upon bus and coach operators, and work to improve accessibility of trains and train stations is in hand. For taxis and private hire vehicles, reform is now being considered, but we are less advanced in terms of delivering change.

In May 2014, the Law Commission completed a review of the legal framework on behalf of the Department for Transport. The Government expects to issue an interim response shortly.

The Law Commission’s evidence reveals that:

- disabled people use taxis and private hire vehicles approximately 67 per cent more than non-disabled people, as often this is the only option for local travel or to reach another mode of transport\textsuperscript{33}

- only three per cent of private hire vehicles are wheelchair accessible\textsuperscript{34}

- an estimated 58 per cent of taxis in England and Wales meet the current definition of ‘accessible’.\textsuperscript{35} There is an urban/rural divide: 100 per cent of London’s taxis are accessible with urban areas outside London also having a higher proportion of accessible taxis\textsuperscript{36}

- When London is removed, only 41 per cent of taxis are accessible.\textsuperscript{37}

Other problems include varying attitudes and standards amongst taxi and private hire vehicles with regards to disability, which can lead to difficulties for disabled people in using these services.

A shortage of accessible vehicles in some areas inhibits the presence of a competitive market for disabled passengers similar to that from which non-disabled passengers benefit.


\textsuperscript{33} Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee: Attitudes of Disabled People to Public Transport – a research study conducted for the Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee, 2001

\textsuperscript{34} Department for Transport: Taxis and Private Hire Vehicles Statistics: England and Wales 2013, 2013

\textsuperscript{35} Ibid

\textsuperscript{36} Ibid

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid
The Law Commission recommends:

- accessibility reviews every three years by licensing authorities;
- a rethink of rank design to ensure compliance with the Equality Act 2010;
- disability awareness training for drivers as a pre-condition for granting or renewing a license;
- making information about complaint procedures more readily available as a means for disabled passengers to challenge ineffective service.

We are keen to explore how we can build on the Law Commission’s analysis from the perspective of driving down extra costs to disabled people;

2.10 Insurance

Insurance protects consumers against financial shocks – a particularly acute need for many disabled people. Disabled people tend to have lower levels of savings and wealth available for a rainy day. Insurance was the financial service most frequently mentioned in response to our call for evidence, with many in our focus groups saying they found insurance so expensive it was simply unaffordable, rather than an extra cost actually incurred. Some respondents felt that they had been dealt a real injustice in the way that the market operates, with travel and motor insurance the most common areas of complaint.

‘Our annual travel insurance is £220 for our family of four. If our daughter had no disability it would be a quarter of this price!’

‘We do not get the opportunity to shop around for insurance on the car – due to modifications for the wheelchair a lot of companies won’t even quote.’

Research conducted for Scope by Ipsos MORI found that 22 per cent of disabled people feel that they pay more for insurance,38 and a further 8 per cent said they had been turned down for insurance, of whom the majority felt that this was due to their disability or pre-existing health condition.39 The industry has told us that in many cases, disability is not taken into account in pricing some types of insurance and disabled people are on a level playing field, which tallies with the Ipsos MORI research. However, translating percentages into people indicates that there are two and a half million disabled people who feel they pay too much and at least half a million unable to get insurance who attribute this directly to their disability. It is for this reason that the Commission considers it important to consider whether any change might make insurance more accessible and affordable for disabled people.

---

38 Ipsos MORI: Disabled People and Financial Wellbeing, 2013
39 Ibid
3. Financial and digital inclusion

Our inquiries have identified two factors that cut across a number of areas of cost and that are therefore relevant to our inquiry: financial inclusion and digital inclusion. These are factors that are necessary in enabling disabled consumers and their families to achieve lower costs for a number of goods and services.

To ensure disabled people are equipped to secure a lower price for products, we need to overcome barriers that limit either the financial capability of disabled people and their families, or their ability to access and use the internet.

3.1 Financial inclusion

Financial inclusion is essential for disabled people to enjoy financial stability and financial resilience on a par with non-disabled people. A lack of access to appropriate mainstream financial products can accentuate the extra costs experienced by this group: over half of disabled people and their families are either sometimes or constantly struggling to keep up with their bills and credit commitments, on top of which another 13 per cent are failing to meet some bills and credit commitments.40

Disabled people need to have a bank account into which income can be paid and securely held in order to set up payment for services via direct debit. Direct debit is often a cheaper method of payment for services such as energy compared to cash options such as paying by cash in arrears, or prepayment. Customers on low incomes often like the control of paying by cash and in the case of prepayment, paying as they use energy as it can help with budgeting and removes the worry of shock energy bills. However, data from the Wealth and Assets Survey show that 87 per cent of disabled people have a current account compared to 94 per cent of non-disabled people.41

Banks are required to offer basic current accounts. The introduction of credit union current accounts has also contributed to improvements in this area. As the provision of these accounts develops to meet the needs of people on low incomes, it will be important to better understand the barriers to take-up of these products and tackle them accordingly.

---

40 Extra Costs Commission: Consumer Survey, March 2015
41 Scope: Disabled people and financial well-being – credit and debt, 2013
Availability of affordable credit is also important. Disabled people are more likely to be represented among high cost credit users – 18 per cent compared to 5 per cent of non-disabled people. When disabled people are able to access credit, it is more likely to be high-cost or in the form of doorstep or payday loans. High interest charges exacerbate the impact of other extra costs. The Commission acknowledges the role that credit unions and community development finance institutions play in providing loans at affordable rates of interest to those that are excluded from mainstream sources of credit. We are aware of the necessity of funding and partnership working to facilitate the expansion of these services.

It is unclear to what extent disabled people have adequate information about the range of banking, credit and saving options that could help increase their financial inclusion and resilience. The Commission is therefore eager to ensure that financial inclusion initiatives, including the work of the Financial Inclusion Commission and the Money Advice Service’s Financial Capability Strategy, consider the financial needs of disabled people. This is fundamental to increasing their consumer power and influence.

Consultation question 1a: What are the current barriers to financial inclusion for disabled people?

Consultation question 1b: What action could the Commission recommend to improve financial inclusion for disabled people and their families?

3.2 Digital inclusion

Advances in digital technology have had a huge impact on how consumers obtain information and access goods and services. Increasingly, a ‘savvy’ consumer needs access to the various online offers, price comparison tools and review information. For some disabled people access to the internet has provided very significant consumer benefits in the form of easier transactions than by telephone or by avoiding long and costly trips to purchase goods and services.

However, there continues to be a significant digital divide between disabled and non-disabled people – 30 per cent of disabled adults have never used the internet compared to only seven per cent of non-disabled adults.

42 Personal Finance Research Centre, University of Bristol: The impact on business and consumers of a cap on the total cost of credit, 2013
43 Ibid
44 ONS: Internet Access Quarterly Update, Q1 2014
The Government has been working to address this digital gap through its Digital Inclusion Strategy,\(^{45}\) which aims to reduce the number of people without basic skills and capabilities by a quarter over the next two years.

The Commission is pleased that the strategy recognises the needs of disabled people as being different from those of non-disabled people – firstly because disabled people are less likely to have acquired digital skills compared with non-disabled people, and secondly because not all web content or technology is accessible and compatible with assistive technology such as screen readers.

Some disabled people’s limited capacity to understand and use the internet, along with inaccessible websites, can severely hinder disabled people’s ability to get the most from being online. We therefore welcome the fact that the Digital Inclusion Strategy has enlisted voluntary and private sector organisations to help improve the accessibility of web content and to support people to acquire digital skills. It is important that these initiatives continue and that disabled people are fully aware of sources of support available to help them become tech savvy.

In the first instance though, it is important that disabled people have the opportunity to connect to the internet. ONS data indicates that 11 per cent of households do not have internet access due to access costs being too high and 12 per cent due to equipment costs.\(^{46}\) Given the impact of extra costs on what disabled people can afford, these barriers are particularly likely to affect disabled people.

We would like internet providers to take on the challenge of reducing the gap in the digital divide between disabled and non-disabled internet users so that by 2020 we have equality. The Commission notes that BT provides a basic phone and broadband package at a reduced rate to customers in receipt of certain benefits including Employment and Support Allowance. Other internet providers should offer similar deals to low-income households; the eligibility criteria for these services should include those in receipt of DLA or PIP.

**Consultation question 2:** What action could the Commission recommend, which would close the digital gap between disabled and non-disabled people?


\(^{46}\) ONS: Internet Access- Households and Individuals 2014, 2014
4. Solutions by area of cost

We have identified a number of potential solutions that could drive down the costs faced by disabled consumers in our five areas of focus. These solutions fall into the following broad areas:

a) Empowering consumers
b) Supplying unmet needs efficiently
c) Market intervention and regulation

We discuss the range of solutions in these areas in sections 5, 6 and 7.

Some of the possible solutions identified are only relevant to one or two of the areas of extra cost and some possible solutions are relevant to all areas. Table 3 provides a high level summary.

Table 3: Solutions for driving down extra costs according to extra cost areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution for addressing extra costs</th>
<th>Extra cost area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clothing and bedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved consumer information (Section 5.1)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliate schemes (Section 5.2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective purchasing (Section 5.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stronger disabled consumer voice (Section 5.4)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better information for businesses (Section 6.2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation (Sections 7.1–7.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deregulation (Section 7.4)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives (Section 7.5)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

✓ Extra cost area covered by solution
5. Delivering change: empowering consumers

5.1 Providing consumers with better information and advice

Consumer empowerment tools

As with all consumers, disabled people and their families are faced with choices when shopping for goods and services. A number of mainstream and well known, largely web-based, comparison sites exist today which help consumers to identify goods and services that are available, compare prices and terms and go on to make a purchase if they wish. Among well known (and Confidence Code accredited by Ofgem) examples are moneysupermarket.com and uSwitch. These tools should be able to provide important information to disabled people on how to get the best price for items that both disabled and non-disabled people require, such as energy and insurance.

However, it is not clear how far these mainstream comparison services are used by disabled consumers or whether they provide sufficient information on disability-specific product terms. Almost half of disabled people and their families have felt they have not had the necessary information in order to make the right choices when shopping online.47

![49% feel that they only have some of the information they need or want when buying things online or in-store](image)

To support those that feel they do not get the right information, either we need new online information services that better meet the needs of disabled people as consumers, or we need to raise awareness of existing resources, or both. Any existing or future tools need to be well publicised and easy to find and use in order to allow disabled people to make good choices as
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quickly and simply as possible – whether they are targeted exclusively at disabled consumers, or not. We are interested in exploring how to make individuals more aware of the various websites available through better marketing and coordination.

The Commission is also interested in what sites currently provide information about specialised products such as technological equipment and mobility aids. We discovered some online marketplaces that have been set up and geared towards providing specialised products in one place for disabled people. For example, Ability Superstore stocks a variety of mobility aids.

There are currently several tools designed to help disabled people in making decisions when shopping for specialised products. These include price-comparison resources such as DLF Data. Run by the Disability Living Foundation, this is a database available via subscription that enables users to find extensive information on daily living equipment.\(^\text{48}\)

There is also some support available in the form of expert advice and/or help in person to assist disabled people and their families in choosing and using specialised good and services.\(^\text{49}\) Examples include Aidis Trust, a charity that guides disabled people in selecting and using computer technology, and Which?, which includes reviews of mobility technology products, such as stair lifts.

Lastly, there are websites that contain user-generated content reviewing disability-related items. Technology is a prominent area here, but often content is in the form of discussion forums that are impairment-specific, blogs or closed email lists exchanged between technology professionals.\(^\text{50}\) Reviews of mobility/everyday living aids and assistive technology products stocked on sites such as Amazon are useful only if the user knows what they are looking for, and will be of limited value unless it is clear that the reviewer has a similar perspective and requirements to the prospective customer.\(^\text{51}\)

Some online communities targeted towards disabled people share information effectively. One is Enabled by Design, where users can create an account and discuss independent living products and services, with a focus on adapting these to meet the needs of disabled adults and children in a process termed ‘hacking’. Similarly, Euan’s Guide allows individuals to assess the accessibility of different venues and locations. The site contains over 1,000 user reviews, demonstrating the enthusiasm for peer-to-peer review.

In all, the Commission was pleased to find a number of existing initiatives that could help disabled people and their families in making choices as consumers. However, data gathered from our survey into the shopping
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\(^{48}\) **Scope:** Maximising disabled people’s use of technology – the landscape for advice, support and funding, draft interim report, Feb 2015

\(^{49}\) Ibid

\(^{50}\) Ibid

\(^{51}\) Ibid
habits of disabled people and their families show strong support for the development of additional online tools to enable them to become savvier shoppers.

Respondents were asked to comment on a number of ideas for resources geared towards helping disabled people navigate markets better. A membership discount scheme for disabled people was the most popular: this is discussed in section 5.2. The second most popular idea was a website for disabled people to share reviews and other information on products and businesses: nine in ten respondents answered that they would find this useful or very useful. Respondents said when seeking guidance, the most important factors were that the advice comes from someone with similar experiences to themselves and was independent.

We believe that there is potential in establishing a platform for disabled people and their families to use to assist each other in making choices about a range of disability-related goods and services. This could be achieved by allowing users to post reviews on products, answer consumer queries and share details on quality and value-for-money deals, similar to the role that TripAdvisor serves for holiday destinations, hotels and restaurants.

Trust was the factor rated highest in looking for advice or information when buying things: over three quarters of respondents in our consumer survey rated it as very important. This points to any platform that is seen to be independent of specific suppliers and run by an organisation that has, or can establish quickly, a strong reputation for being trustworthy.

We appreciate that online choice tools and comparison sites will not be accessible for all disabled consumers. It is therefore important that there is adequate support offline to assist disabled people through the different stages of making key purchases, particularly with regards to specialised equipment.

**Recommendation 1:** Disability organisations should explore the creation of a hub through which disabled consumers can find the various market comparison sites, online marketplaces and review sites that already exist for the products and services they use, and undertake marketing to raise awareness of it.

**Recommendation 2:** Trusted disability and/or consumer organisations should create a community platform to allow disabled people and their families to review disability-related goods and services, to encourage greater scrutiny of price, value and customer experience.

---
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Consultation question 3a: What additional evidence is there around the feasibility of a peer-to-peer review platform or coordination of tools available to support good consumer choices? What sources of support are available for disabled consumers? Where are the gaps?

Consultation question 3b: What solutions could the Commission consider to ensure consumers who do not currently use the internet are equally empowered?

5.2 Negotiating lower prices or better value for money

Affiliate schemes

Providing disabled people with the necessary information and guidance to make considered choices as shoppers is one aspect of empowering them as consumers. However, even when this group are able to secure the best price on a particular item, costs will still mount up on frequently purchased items or those things disabled people use more, like taxis, energy or clothing and bedding.

Many retailers already have schemes to reward customer loyalty, such as the Nectar card that allows users to collect points on purchases at a number of stores to then redeem on subsequent purchases, or the tastecard that offers discounts at a series of restaurants. This model – which benefits the supplier by attracting return custom – may work well as a means of distributing discounts for disabled people on the products they like, trust and buy often.

From surveying disabled people and their families, it is clear there is appetite for some form of membership discount card for disabled people. This would help disabled consumers to identify the traders in the market place, whether online or on the high street, that would provide a good service, and potentially a very good deal, to disabled consumers. Over 90 per cent\(^{55}\)

\(^{55}\) Extra Costs Commission: Consumer Survey, March 2015
selected this as their preferred idea for a consumer empowerment tool, by far the most favoured option. The design of any scheme would need to be such that it created a sufficiently large consumer group of disabled people so that retailers could see the benefits of being part of it in terms of the number of people to whom they could market and the extent to which being part of the scheme would grow their business (whether through reach to new customers or increased sales to existing customers).

Whether there would need to be eligibility criteria to access some or all of the scheme benefits is an open question. Voluntary sector organisations that currently engage with disabled people and their families may be well placed to create an appropriate simple route to enable supporters and service users to join such a scheme.

A scheme of this sort would, if successful, also provide retailers with an invaluable insight into the ways in which disabled people and families of disabled children shop and the types of purchases they make. Such information would be beneficial in understanding better how to develop and market products to this consumer group, discussed (along with associated data issues) in more detail in section 6.

The Commission believes that there is sufficient potential to explore such a scheme. It is likely to work best where its user base and coverage of goods and services is large enough to achieve critical mass. This points to collaboration among potential providers. We are open to other ideas on how better to facilitate mutually advantageous deals between suppliers and disabled consumers that reward consumer loyalty.

**Recommendation 3:** Disability organisations, working in partnership, should pilot an affiliate scheme for disabled people that offers discounts on products and services through partnership with key retailers.

**Consultation question 4:** What factors need to be considered in coordinating a joined-up retail affiliate scheme for disabled people and their families, e.g. eligibility criteria, marketing?

### 5.3 Collective purchasing

We believe that disabled people and their families represent an under-recognised but nevertheless significant consumer force. However, disabled people are an extremely heterogeneous group – geographically dispersed, encompassing people with a wide array of different impairments and conditions, who have different needs and lifestyles, and varying spending power.
We know that harnessing the collective voice of disabled people and their families could give this group more negotiating power. In practice, this could mean individuals banding together as part a large collective to purchase goods or services, receiving a reduced rate due to the volume of the order.

A sector where this is especially common is energy, where people already switch energy provider together. For example, the collective switching site iChoosr, brings together groups of consumers for whose custom energy suppliers then compete. Working with local authorities, it has helped over 43,000 households save more than £6.5 million on their energy bills since 2012.56

The nature of disability means that in many cases, disabled people will have to use more energy than non-disabled people as a direct result of their impairment. Measures to help people to reduce their energy bills such as home insulation, energy-efficiency boilers and switching energy provider, may not alone be sufficient to offset extra costs.

When asked about collective switching for energy, 33 per cent of disabled people and their families said that they would definitely be interested in such an initiative, 32 per cent did not know and 35 per cent were not interested.57

The evidence above raises the question as to the extent to which this group are aware of these collective switching schemes and the benefits they could potentially provide. The regulator for the energy industry, Ofgem, sees trust as a key barrier to engagement with the market and as such, has recognised the potential role that third sector organisations with trusted brands could play to encourage people to engage. Disability organisations could play a pivotal role here, using their brand and reputation to bring disabled people and their families to secure a better deal on their energy supply.

There are other industries where consumers can use collective purchasing power to obtain a lower price on products. Insurance is one area where collective purchasing is starting to develop to meet specific requirements. For example, Bought By Many offers a platform to bring together people with similar needs for insurance – ranging from people with specific medical conditions to people who own particular breeds of dog – in order to purchase insurance products that meet their needs at a good price.

The concept of collective purchasing might also allow disabled people and their families to access clothing and bedding at reduced prices, or permit an organisation or group of individuals to bulk-buy specialised equipment at a lower price.

56 Data taken from iChoosr website, http://ichoosr.co.uk/who-is-ichoosr/
57 Extra Costs Commission: Consumer Survey, March 2015
However, the collective buying process here is not as straightforward as it is for an energy or insurance service. Goods purchased in bulk may need to be stored and distributed to the end consumer making the proposition of collective purchasing of specialised goods and services more challenging operationally compared to negotiating a discount on a standard tariff with an energy supplier. The specialised equipment market also consists of diverse items that will be relevant to different groups of disabled adults and children. This could also present a challenge in achieving the necessary scale of purchasing to be able to secure significant discounts on products.

‘Affinity’ deals between a supplier and an organisation – for example a disability organisation – can bring goods and services to the attention of supporters of that organisation, which may represent improved value for money, for example through better quality of service. Within such an arrangement, the disability organisation may act to select the supplier and the supplier would appreciate savings from a new route to market. The charity may also earn referral fees or commission. We are interested in schemes like this that expressly offer reduced cost for the same level of service. These are most likely to work where market knowledge and infrastructure are exploited effectively, for example to minimise distribution costs.

**Recommendation 4:** Disability and consumer organisations should signpost disabled people and their families to appropriate switching schemes for services such as energy and insurance and develop new collective purchasing and switching schemes, with an aspiration to make disabled people the savviest consumers in the market.

**Consultation question 5a:** Is there a need for collective purchasing and switching schemes specifically targeted at disabled people and their families, e.g. for energy, insurance?

**Consultation question 5b:** How feasible would it be to develop a collective purchasing model for clothing and bedding and/or specialised equipment?
5.4 Strengthening the voice of disabled consumers

We have found that far too often, disabled consumers face costs that are over the odds. On top of the poor experiences that any consumer might encounter, over three quarters of disabled people and their families have felt so badly treated because of their impairment or condition or that of their child, that they have left a shop or business. Whilst we are pleased that disabled consumers are exercising their right to exit, this finding is very disappointing. It shows that not enough is done to learn from and correct bad practice. Overcharging may not be the immediate issue, but when a disabled customer withdraws from a purchase, there is often an extra cost straightaway in going elsewhere. This also reduces the number of potentially acceptable suppliers, therefore tending to push up cost.

We believe that action is needed to strengthen the voice of the disabled consumer. Effectively done, this can be in the commercial interests of business. It improves customer feedback providing important information on how better to meet customer needs while protecting reputation. A critical customer may do proportionately more damage than an advocate does benefit. Businesses with little record of complaints from disabled customers should not be complacent. Disabled customers have told us of times when they have complained and felt that they were not listened to: this inhibits further complaint and others may not even bother to try. Lack of information, understanding or support were all cited as significant factors detracting from the consumer experience.

Businesses acting on their initiative can make a difference. They ought to be able to anticipate the needs of disabled customers – but if they fall short, disabled people who want to see their own needs and those of others in their position addressed must be prepared to speak up. If this is to happen more, disabled consumers need to have the confidence that they will be listened to and that there is a reasonable prospect something might change as a result. The Commission believes that more can be done to build consumer confidence for disabled people.

Currently disabled consumers turn to a range of disability and advice organisations for advice, support and advocacy. However, our survey suggests that these sources of advice are not as widely used as they might be. Other than gov.uk, which provides information on benefit entitlement, the advisory services about which we asked were each used by less than a third of disabled consumers.\textsuperscript{59}

We believe that elements of an effective system include:

- pooling experiences from customers to achieve more power and therefore profile so that consumers know where to come;
- a constructive approach but with sufficient independence and authority to create incentives for the least responsive suppliers to think twice;
- appreciation of the perspectives of disabled people and of businesses.

There are several options for achieving a stronger voice for disabled consumers – whether a new body (e.g. champion, ombudsman, panel of advocates) or better linking up of existing mechanisms; whether gentle and discreet or ferocious and strident in style; whether resource intensive or light touch. We invite views on the most promising options.

In our view, an improved outcome will require coordination, and an active contribution from the voluntary sector.

**Recommendation 5:** Disability and consumer organisations should coordinate to advocate for a new, stronger system to amplify the voice of disabled people dissatisfied with a supplier’s services, and to improve the response to consumer complaints.

**Consultation question 6:** What systems or approaches would be most effective in strengthening the voice of the disabled consumer?

\textsuperscript{59} Extra Costs Commission: Consumer Survey, March 2015
6. Delivering change: supplying unmet needs efficiently

6.1 The opportunity for business

Large, under-served market sectors provide an exciting opportunity for businesses. The Commission believes that disabled people and their families form such a group.

Disabled people – a large group\(^{60}\) with high total spending power\(^{61}\) – have told us that they often cannot find what they are looking for at a price that is reasonable. Sometimes they cannot find it at all. More suppliers competing to meet this demand would contribute to a reduction in extra costs.

At the same time, products created according to inclusive design principles could benefit an even larger market, including but not exclusive to disabled people. For example, the design company OXO has produced a series of cooking tools and utensils with handles that have enhanced grip and which do not rotate or strain the hand. These have been proven to be particularly useful for individuals with arthritis, but also popular with a much wider set of consumers.\(^{62}\)

Businesses are normally motivated to seek out and satisfy unmet demand. Why then, are disabled customers not better served? We have been offered several theories:

- information is not available that is sufficiently compelling to divert resources into investigating demand from disabled consumers and developing a business case to meet it;
- there are unavoidable costs because disabled consumers represent a diverse market made up of different groups with different impairments;
- disabled customers may be peripheral to an organisation’s strategic focus;

\(^{60}\) ONS: Family Resources Survey 2012/13, 2014
there are strong legal or regulatory barriers, for example with regard to personal data.

We are interested to hear further views on the significance of these and other barriers, in general and in the five areas of extra cost on which we are focusing.

**Consultation question 7:** What are the biggest factors that inhibit businesses from doing more to explore and take up opportunities to meet demand from disabled consumers? How could these be overcome?

### 6.2 Providing information that will help businesses to spot opportunities

One barrier to businesses spotting opportunities to meet demand from disabled customers – both in terms of specialised products and non-specialised products that disabled people are more reliant upon – is a lack of readily accessible information, such as:

- the size of the potential market;
- relevant customer data, for example about spending power or willingness to stick with a supplier that has provided a good service;
- developments, for example in innovative design or technology, which reduce the cost of supplying to disabled consumers;
- examples where investing in meeting the needs of disabled customers has brought spin-off benefits, together with information on the factors that generated such benefits and how they might apply to other products and services.

Initial work has identified that businesses need information at two levels:

- headline information – which can implant the idea that there may be value in doing more to meet demand from disabled customers;
- supporting information – which can result in the idea of doing more for disabled customers being taken forward actively, for example because it makes clearer how that could be done in the particular circumstances of a supplier.

The total size of the ‘purple pound’ – the amount that disabled people spend each year – is an example of headline information. The Department for Work and Pensions recently estimated that the purple pound is worth £212 billion. More can be done to produce statistics that are readily updated,

---

that meet the needs of businesses and that disabled people recognise as reflecting their experience. Putting a value on the spending power of disabled people draws attention to the issue and provides a building block for more detailed information that businesses can apply to their specific circumstances.

An example of supporting information is research by the Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design on how suppliers of technology can best meet demand from disabled customers, and guidance for small businesses on taking up the opportunities presented by disabled customers. However, the evidence that we have so far gathered suggests that these examples are rare and that there is little granular market information that could help businesses assess the opportunities offered by disabled consumers.

National statistics are likely to be the best starting point for such work but may need to be augmented with further analysis or research.

**Recommendation 6:** Statistics should be developed on the ‘purple pound’ in consultation with business and with disabled people. These statistics should be readily updated, meet business needs and be recognised by disabled people as reflecting their experience.

Disabled people can help to improve the information available that will help businesses identify efficient ways of providing a choice of goods and services tailored to customer needs. Disabled people are rightly wary of their personal information being misused, so the purpose for which information is sought must be clear, and confidence provided that data will be used only for that purpose. Dialogue is needed to extract the benefits of information sharing while protecting against the risks.

With the right safeguards, sharing data both about disability and about individual consumer habits and preferences can help. As well as enabling an individual consumer to benefit from tailored offers, this can have a wider benefit to disabled people in strengthening evidence that disabled customers represent part of a market large enough to merit attention. The Commission believes that the fact that each individual’s circumstances are different should not inhibit disabled people from banding together for convenience, to get the same kind of attention achieved by other groups who share a common identity.

Disability organisations may hold vital intelligence, information and knowledge about groups of disabled people that would help businesses to improve their understanding of potential markets. The offer to a business of a partnership in which the disability organisation brings knowledge

---
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and expertise could persuade businesses to test opportunities to serve disabled consumers. Disability organisations could also help to address the potentially fragmented nature of the market by assisting with marketing and potentially distribution, so that businesses can reach a wider market more effectively.

Potential ways forward

Options for disability organisations to provide businesses with better information to help to meet the needs of disabled customers include:

- setting out how businesses can get the most from existing information;
- coordinating information from different sources;
- developing advisory services for businesses – for example on how to design services tailored to individual needs, drawing on the knowledge of disabled people;
- developing specific information (headline or supporting) that fills gaps;
- facilitating collaboration between businesses and the voluntary sector.

There are opportunities here that individual businesses can take forward. However, the Commission believes that some of the biggest wins need collaboration, for example to share costs or make use of complementary experience.

Recommendation 7: Representatives of business in collaboration with disability organisations should work together to identify and fill the most important gaps in information about disabled consumers available to business – considering for example, size and characteristics of the potential market, sector-specific analyses, individual customer data or evidence about potential wider benefits to business.

There are likely to be specific information gaps and opportunities in each of the key areas on which we are focusing. For example, insurers may need better information in order to profile risk effectively. Disability organisations have, or may be able to obtain, relevant information that could reduce the cost of accurate risk profiling.

The Commission expects to recommend that insurance companies and insurance trade bodies such as the Association of British Insurers should work in partnership with disability organisations to ensure risk profiling of disabled people is based on accurate information.
6.3 Business systems which deliver aspirations

Throughout our inquiries, we have met an encouraging number of business leaders already convinced that it is worth thinking about disabled customers. To translate this leadership commitment into a good deal for disabled consumers, the right systems and processes must be in place. Initial consultations suggest that systems vary in practice for serving disabled customers. We want to develop the evidence base to help businesses – including in our key areas of focus such as clothing and bedding and taxis – to review their internal processes in ways that can improve customer experience.

Options for recommendations include:

- specific recommendations on good practice, for example on how to ensure that those allocated responsibility for disabled consumers within an organisation have the means to meet their responsibilities;
- recommendations on the development of tools to assist businesses in organising to meet their goals for disabled customers. Such tools might include for example, recognised standards of good practice or audit services.

Consultation question 8: What has been effective in translating boardroom goodwill into reduced costs for disabled consumers?

6.4 Helping businesses to reduce the costs of supplying disabled customers

In some markets, businesses are good at spotting opportunities to meet demand from disabled customers and have the systems that enable them to maximise these opportunities. As a result customers have a choice between several suppliers. Prices can nevertheless be high. This can happen when factors increase the cost of supply in a way that is difficult for any one supplier to address.

Two factors have been cited in our discussions to date with business leaders: costs of marketing and distribution costs. We have decided as a priority to look at whether costs of marketing can be reduced. It has been suggested that these costs are high because the diversity of disabled people as a group means there is no one single efficient communication channel.
Any place where disabled people go for information is a marketing opportunity. Recommendation one is for the development of a hub to which disabled consumers go when looking for tools to assist them in buying goods and services. There is potential within the scope of that recommendation to consider opportunities for reducing costs of marketing to disabled people.

**Consultation question 9:** How significant a factor for businesses is the cost of getting the right information to the right disabled consumers, and learning about their preferences? What sort of information would be useful? What practical solutions would help to acquire this information?

**Consultation question 10:** What characteristics would a project to fill gaps in information that would help supply disabled consumers more efficiently need to have, in order for it to be attractive to participate?
7. Delivering change: market intervention

Much can be done to reduce extra costs by empowering consumers and by businesses seizing the opportunities the market presents. However, there may be circumstances where even the most empowered consumers are unable to secure reductions in the extra costs they face, perhaps signifying a market failure that may justify intervention or regulation.

There may be issues upon which regulators can work across sectors, supported by disability organisations, to reduce costs to consumers, for example in developing a better understanding of disabled consumers. We would be interested in views on this. However our considerations so far have focused primarily on sector-specific regulatory issues, as set out below.

7.1 Regulation and energy

Energy is a key area of extra cost that is subject to regulation specific to the sector in addition to the application of general consumer law. Sector regulation centres on customer service, access to the market and fair presentation of choices rather than price per se, but could also help to reduce extra costs. The context of specific duties on energy suppliers to support customers placed in vulnerable situations is helpful; the effect of extra costs will contribute to placing disproportionately more disabled people in such situations.

At Ofgem’s instigation, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) is currently investigating the supply and acquisition of energy in the United Kingdom. The issue of possible market failures and how to address them is therefore under consideration. In its updated issues statement of 18 February 2015, the CMA highlighted that between 2012 and 2014, over 95 per cent of the dual fuel customers of the six large energy firms could have saved by switching tariff and/or supplier with an average saving of between £158 and £234 a year (depending on the supplier).66 The CMA also highlighted that those customers on the standard variable tariff who have never switched supplier stand to gain the most in terms of reducing their costs and that these customers are more likely, amongst other factors, to be disabled or not to have internet access.67 These findings underline our view
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of the importance of disabled consumers exercising their choice so as to lower their energy costs.

Since 2013, standards of conduct have been in force, aimed among other things at making sure that suppliers take into account customers’ needs. Powers exist to enforce these standards if necessary. We are interested in whether disabled customers working with the regulator could do more to ensure these standards are enforced so as to help ensure fair treatment.

Smart meters with separate energy displays are due to be introduced by 2020 and are expected to bring benefits to customers, for example through better information that can help people identify energy-saving measures and budget more easily. It is important that meters and displays are available that are designed so disabled people can secure full benefits. For example, some disabled people using prepayment may gain particular benefit from not having to physically access the meter to top-up, or travelling to a pay-point to credit their meter. Instead, well-designed options should enable people to top-up easily by phone, online or via their energy display.

Consultation question 11: What opportunities are there for disability organisations to support effective regulation? Which issues common across sectors have greatest potential to have impact on extra costs?

7.2 Regulation and taxis and private hire vehicles

Another of our key areas of extra cost that is subject to regulation, notably in the form of licensing, is taxis and private hire vehicles. The Law Commission’s review concluded that, “it is clear that disabled passengers continue to suffer severe difficulties in obtaining and using these services”. Among its recommendations were changes to the licensing system and how it is implemented by local authorities, and a new duty on taxis to stop for disabled people where it is safe and reasonable to do so. The report also raised questions about the effectiveness of enforcement.

We welcome the interest in this subject, which is timely. We are interested in both regulatory and other options for reducing extra costs for disabled customers arising from scant provision of taxis and private hire vehicles. We should like to hear further evidence relevant to whether regulatory change is needed before taking a view on lead recommendations. Possible recommendations include:

- how the voluntary sector and local authorities might collaborate to ensure licensing is implemented and enforced in a way which helps to address the extra costs faced by disabled people without placing disproportionate burdens on reputable operators;
recommendations to Government on the importance of reducing extra costs to the Law Commission’s legislative proposals, for example with regard to national standards and to the obligation to stop for disabled customers.

Consultation question 12: What information would best help local authorities to ensure that licensing and enforcement of taxis and private hire vehicles serves the needs of disabled people, taking into account local circumstances?

7.3 Regulation and insurance

Regulation is by no means the only tool that might help to reduce costs in the insurance sector and we have discussed other options elsewhere in this report. The evidence we have sought from the sector about its approach to ensuring a fair deal for disabled customers that accurately reflects risk is relevant both to regulation and to other tools.

Responding to our call for evidence, disabled people expressed frustration at their experience in seeking insurance of several types. Our framework research also identified insurance as sometimes priced so high as to be unaffordable. Reported experiences included:

‘Cover for my son’s condition made the insurance more than 5 times what it would have been – even though his condition is extremely unlikely to have caused any additional risk.’

‘I have a ball on the steering wheel costing £25…every single insurance company tried to charge me more because my car is adapted. I phoned one of them and demanded why they wanted to charge me £££s more, they said it was to cover the cost of repairing the adaptation.’

High prices may reflect high risk: for health or travel insurance for example, some disabled people may represent a higher risk for insurers. Adapted vehicles or expensive disability-related equipment could legitimately justify higher motor or home insurance premiums on the grounds of higher replacement cost. High prices could also be caused by some form of market failure, potentially requiring regulatory intervention.
The insurance sector is one with sufficient suppliers that a competitive market is possible. It has taken some steps to consider the needs of disabled customers. For example, a number of insurers have put effort into making their services accessible. One insurer we spoke to explained that for travel insurance, the tool on which it relied was subject to constant refinement by a team of doctors and nurses to ensure that decisions reflected the most current medical underwriting position. The RSA provides an insurance scheme linked to the Motability scheme that helps disabled people to lease cars, scooters or powered wheelchairs. This achieves high customer satisfaction ratings (+80 on the Net Promoter Score, an indicator that looks at how far customers who promote a supplier outweigh detractors).

The evidence from disabled people is largely qualitative. Insurers can point to the incentives on them to price accurately assuming economically rational behaviour in a competitive market. However, an individual insurer may hesitate to make public the detailed information that would demonstrate accurate pricing since that could be commercially sensitive. To address this understandable absence of transparency, there is a case for the Financial Conduct Authority to review the position.

In a market with many suppliers, we do not expect that all insurers will seek to provide insurance to every consumer, risk or market segment. Some insurers, for example focus on high volume sectors that require a minimum of information so as to reduce costs of underwriting and increase the pool of consumers sharing risks. These may be among the most heavily advertised and best known services. A disabled customer receiving a high cost quotation from such a source is in a disadvantageous position. Some insurers take the initiative to advise such customers where they can find help – this good practice should happen systematically.

We welcome the positive engagement we have had from insurers. However, we are not confident that all is well on access and pricing for disabled consumers. Greater use of signposting may not be enough to address the protection gap for disabled consumers or deliver the best possible deals for them. For this reason we intend to explore further the case for a range of measures, whether on consumer empowerment or increased regulatory scrutiny.

Our current analysis points towards the following recommendations:

- where a disabled person is either refused insurance or offered it at a high cost, insurers should be obliged to signpost the customer to insurers that offer fair quotes, or to an effective brokerage service that they can easily use;
the Financial Conduct Authority should investigate how effective competition is in the insurance market for disabled people, taking into account in particular the extent to which disabled consumers are engaged or financially included from an insurance and protection perspective.

Consultation question 13: What are the risks of preventing insurers from taking into account disability when pricing insurance and how do these vary by insurance industry sector?

7.4 Deregulation

We share the concern voiced in responses to our call for evidence that either direct regulation or the existence of safety standards may sometimes have an inhibiting effect on supply. For example, in our call for evidence, we received a number of submissions that cite regulated orthopaedic footwear as being significantly more expensive than non-specialised footwear. We are interested to explore how regulation in these areas may result in reduced choice for disabled customers.

We have heard anecdotal evidence that in some cases suppliers may be put off from offering lower cost options to disabled consumers because of 'rules and regulations'. A related risk is that professionals advising disabled people may not be at liberty to suggest anything but the most gold-plated options. For example, an occupational therapist advising on mobility aids who may be held responsible in the event of an accident involving any equipment recommended may feel obliged to recommend the option with maximum safety features, to the exclusion of considerations of convenience and cost. If this is happening, the effect may be to prevent disabled customers from making choices about the balance between safety and price that would be open to non-disabled people. If it is widespread, it may mean that it is not worth suppliers offering lower cost options at all.

We think that this is a credible hypothesis. However, we have little evidence as to how widespread this is in practice. We should therefore like to strengthen the evidence base to help assess specific changes to deregulate so as to free up businesses and disabled consumers to achieve lower costs.

Consultation question 14: Are there examples of suppliers being inhibited, or charging disabled consumers a higher price out of caution, because of rules and regulations?
7.5 Ways to provide incentives for suppliers to satisfy demand from disabled consumers

Regulation is not the only tool for addressing market failures. Incentives can act as a catalyst for improvement. For example, where information is lacking, incentives that encourage information gathering can lead to long-term change. Assistance with up-front costs can tip the balance of an investment decision, opening up new service offers which if viable can by demonstration draw in competition. Such incentives may be financial or not, and can take the form of rewards or of sanctions. If effective, rewards that elicit a voluntary response may have greater impact in terms of generating commitment and a positive culture than regulations that force what may, at least initially, be reluctant action.

In the course of our initial work, a number of potentially exciting ideas have been suggested for encouraging businesses to take the next steps to providing more cost-effective goods and services to disabled customers. Accreditation with reference to standards of best practice can spur innovation, particularly where consumers recognise the achievement. The Armed Forces corporate covenant\(^68\) offers a model in which businesses are invited to make a voluntary pledge to act in support of the principles of the national covenant, and is supported by grant funding, an employer recognition scheme and authorised logo. Other ideas include challenge or seedcorn funding, prizes, awards, rankings and kitemarks. Such ideas could be targeted to a particular sector, or could take a wider approach.

The voluntary sector and Government have made various creditable efforts through provision of incentives to influence businesses to meet the needs of disabled people more effectively. We are interested in what could be done to boost the impact of existing initiatives. However, evidence on the factors that help or hinder the success of such initiatives does not appear to be readily available in one place. Our initial examination suggests that those wishing to influence businesses lack robust information that would help in identifying and designing effective schemes.

We have commissioned a short research project to scan for relevant information. We are also interested in any evidence that others hold that might be relevant.

Recommendations could concern specific initiatives, perhaps targeted on encouraging businesses to adopt some of the ideas set out in section 6. There may also be a case for research to further strengthen the evidence base.

We believe that there is broad consensus between a range of voluntary and public sector bodies on what it would be good to see businesses doing to help to improve provision and reduce extra costs. We also believe that incentives that have widespread backing, whether financial or in other forms, are more likely to be influential. We do not expect that by the time of our final report we shall have all the answers on what works. Therefore we make a recommendation about the process for taking this forward along the lines set out below. We are interested in whether such a recommendation could be made more specific, for example in suggesting priorities for experimentation.

**Recommendation 8:** Disability organisations, the Government and trade bodies should collaborate in developing incentives (such as awards, innovation prizes or accreditation schemes) to influence businesses to take actions that will reduce extra costs.

**Consultation question 15:** What evidence is there with regard to the effectiveness of different attempts to influence businesses to deliver policy objectives, in particular with regard to objectives benefiting disabled people?
8. Next steps

8.1 Engagement: developing recommendations

In developing our recommendations, we want to hear from you. This report has posed questions, listed on pages 12-13. We are open to responses in any form and on as many or as few questions as concern you. Written responses should be emailed to ExtraCostsCommission@scope.org.uk or sent by post to:

Robin Hindle Fisher
Extra Costs Commission
c/o Scope
6 Market Road
London N7 9PW

The deadline for responses to this call for evidence and ideas is 15 April 2015.

Our survey of businesses will open soon and will be available at www.extracosts.org

8.2 Engagement: implementing recommendations

In the next phase of our work, we are particularly keen to hear from those who may play a part in implementing any of our recommendations. We are interested both in expressions of willingness to take forward and develop ideas, and in reservations about ideas as currently expressed. If there are challenges to be overcome, we want to know about them.

In the period to June 2015, we expect to approach a range of organisations to whom our recommendations will be addressed. If you believe you may have a part to play, there is no need to wait to be asked: we are keen to hear from you. If you have not already been in contact, email us at ExtraCostsCommission@scope.org.uk.
Among those from whom we would like to hear are:

- voluntary organisations with products, services, tools or information in place or in development that could play a part either in smarter purchasing by disabled consumers or more efficient supply to disabled consumers;
- businesses with products, services, tools or information in place or in development that could play a part either in smarter purchasing by disabled consumers or more efficient supply to disabled consumers;
- sponsors who would be interested in supporting the implementation of recommendations in one or more areas;
- researchers with an interest in developing analysis and filling in evidence gaps.

8.3 Final report

We will publish our final recommendations in June 2015. Our final report will be publicly available on the Commission website: www.extracosts.org. Details of supporting activity, including a launch event, will be announced nearer the time.

We would greatly welcome offers of support in ensuring that the messages of the final report reach the right audience. To offer support or to apply for an invitation to the launch event, please email ExtraCostsCommission@scope.org.uk
Appendix A: Methodology

The Commission launched an open call for evidence in July 2014, inviting relevant organisations to share any relevant information around disability-related costs, and seeking the experiences and ideas of disabled people and families of disabled children facing extra costs.

The response to the call for evidence from disabled people demonstrated to the Commission just how important the issue is. Alongside over 350 formal responses from disabled people, the issue struck a chord with users of Scope’s social media channels, through which the call for evidence was disseminated, with many more people adding their stories. The personal evidence we received is a powerful reminder of why tackling extra costs matters and has helped us gain better understanding of ‘to understand better the types of disability-related costs that affect disabled people most. The highest ranking 15 extra costs areas are shown in the table below.

Table A1: Top 15 extra cost areas in call for evidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extra cost area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Clothing and bedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Specialised equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Vehicles and petrol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Food and drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Health products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Personal care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Household goods and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Parking charges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Recreation, culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evidence to support the Commission’s work has also been received from a number of organisations.  

To supplement the call for evidence, a roundtable was held to seek expert views on how best to empower disabled people and their families as consumers.

The Commission has undertaken a review of relevant existing literature, and is undertaking a number of pieces of primary research to enhance the existing literature on extra costs. These include the following:

- **focus groups** with disabled people and families with disabled children to better understand the categories and extent of extra costs faced by people across a number of impairment types. The findings have been used as the basis for a framework which better explains the nature of extra costs disabled people and their families face.

- **consumer survey** to gather evidence about the spending habits and preferences of disabled people and their families, focusing on the areas of costs prioritised by the Commission. The survey also looks at the tools that could help improve decision-making. Over 2,500 responses were received.

- **business survey** to seek out good practice, understand the motivations behind business decisions that may affect the supply of goods and services to disabled people, and test ideas that may drive down the price of relevant products.

- Commissioning **two papers**, on the intangible benefits to business of improving the supply of products and services to disabled consumers; and what business incentives might change the behaviour of suppliers of products and services to disabled consumers, both to be completed by Long-Run Economics.

In the second phase of the inquiry, the Commission will hold a range of meetings and interviews to engage with representatives from the voluntary sector and business sector to ensure that our final conclusions are robust, realistic and understood by those expected to deliver against them.

Appendix B: Previous research on extra costs

The total amount that disabled people spend, or need to spend

We identified fourteen studies conducted since 1988 which have attempted to quantify the extra costs faced by disabled people and their families. Table B1 shows some of the weekly overall extra costs – based either on actual expenditure or on need – estimated by a range of different sources.

Table B1 shows that there is a wide range of estimated extra costs:

- for disabled adults, these estimates of extra costs range from £17 to £2,087 per week.
- for a disabled older person, estimates of extra costs range from £42 to £380 per week.
- for a parent of a disabled child, estimated extra costs range from £15 to £483 per week.

Caution is advised in comparing these figures, since they come from a variety of sources which have used different methods. For example, some studies used statistical modelling techniques to estimate extra costs (e.g. Morciano et al., 2012), while others conducted focus groups or interviews with disabled people (e.g. Smith et al., 2004). Other variations in methodology include what areas of extra costs people have been asked about.

It is also worth noting that previous calculations of extra costs are often estimations of all of the costs disabled people and their families face. Scope’s research, based on data from Demos, indicates that disabled people spend an average of £550 a month on costs directly associated with their disability.70 This figure has been formulated by asking disabled people to approximate their overall spend on a series of items; it does not distinguish the proportion of this spend that is extra compared to that which non-disabled people spend on a monthly basis.

The Commission is primarily interested in the additional amount of expenditure that disabled people and their families incur as a result of disability – that is, the premium or penalty disabled people face that might be reduced in order to level the playing field between disabled and non-disabled people’s financial stability.

---

70 Brawn, E: Priced Out, Scope, 2014
### Table B1. Overall weekly extra costs (£) according to previous research (2014 prices)\(^71\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study into extra costs of disability</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Disabled adult</th>
<th>Disabled older person</th>
<th>Parent of disabled child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martin and White (1988)</td>
<td></td>
<td>17 – 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disablement income group (1988)</td>
<td></td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKay (1990)</td>
<td></td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berthoud (1991)</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips (1993)</td>
<td></td>
<td>458</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith et al. (2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td>537 – 2,087</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaidi and Burchardt (2005)*</td>
<td></td>
<td>33 – 191</td>
<td>42 – 234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morciano et al. (2012)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hancock et al. (2013)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49 – 63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smyth and Robus (1989)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15 – 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dobson and Middleton (1998)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dobson et al. (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>88 – 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting the costs (2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All figures given rounded to nearest £.

* These studies use estimates of extra costs based on statistical modelling of data.

\(^71\) Martin and White, as cited in Tibble, M: Review of existing research on the extra costs of disability, 2005

Disablement income group, as cited in Tibble, M: Review of existing research on the extra costs of disability, 2005

McKay, S: Further analysis of the OPCS survey of disabled adults, 1990

Berthoud, R: Meeting the Costs of Disability, 1991

Philips, as cited in Tibble, M: Review of existing research on the extra costs of disability, 2005

Smith et al: Disabled people’s costs of living: more than you would think, 2004

Zaidi, A., & Burchardt, T: Comparing incomes when needs differ: equalization for the extra costs of disability in the UK, Review of Income and Wealth, 51(1), 2005

Wood, C., & Grant, E: Counting the Cost, 2010

Morciano, M; Hancock, R & Pudney, S: Disability costs and equivalence scales in the older population, ISER Working Paper Series (No. 2012-09), 2012


Contact a family: Counting the Cost 2014, 2014
The costs that have the most significant effect

We have also examined evidence that might help us identify the most significant drivers of the extra costs faced by disabled people. There has been less research into this area. We identified three studies from 2004 and 2012 which looked at the extra costs disabled people experienced with a range of goods and services from food and drink to recreation and holidays. Table B2 shows the compiled results. Because of the different methodologies and approaches of these studies we have not been able to draw firm conclusions on the value of any specific areas of extra costs. However, the research has suggested the types of goods and services that might be significant in driving the extra costs.

Table B2 shows that there is a lack of consensus over the level of expenditure across different cost areas. Particular areas of extra cost where disabled people appear to spend more than non-disabled people though, are food and drink, housing, fuel and power, health and personal care and recreation, culture and holidays. In research by Smith et al., the level of costs rises as the level of an individual’s needs increases.
Table B2. Weekly extra costs (£) for disabled people (including data by high to low need) across areas of cost\textsuperscript{72}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Extra cost area</th>
<th>Food and drink</th>
<th>Clothing and footwear</th>
<th>Housing, fuel and power</th>
<th>Household goods and services</th>
<th>Health and personal care</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Recreation, culture and holidays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Med-high need\textsuperscript{i}</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent need\textsuperscript{i}</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low to medium need\textsuperscript{i}</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual impairment\textsuperscript{i}</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing impairment\textsuperscript{i}</td>
<td></td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled adult\textsuperscript{ii}</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled adult\textsuperscript{iii}</td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{72} i. Smith et al: Disabled people’s costs of living: more than you would think, 2004
For this study, extra costs were calculated by subtracting the costs that non-disabled people reported from the costs that disabled people reported.

ii. Wood, C., & Grant, E: Counting the Cost, 2010

iii. ONS: Living Costs and Food Survey (LCF), 2012
For more information on the Extra Costs Commission, please visit www.extracosts.org

Call 020 7619 7375 if you’d like this report in a format that is accessible for you.